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britney lying qualsiThe present invention relates to an electronic generator and a plurality of stages of the electronic generator. FIG. 6 shows a conventional electronic generator 1. The generator 1 includes an AC power supply 2 and a generator 3. The AC power supply 2 is
connected to an AC power supply line 7 and supplied with an AC voltage. The generator 3 is connected to a generator output line 5, receives a generated AC voltage from the generator 3 and supplies a direct current power to a load (not shown) connected to the output line 5.
The generator 3 includes a rectifier 4 and a smoothing capacitor 6, and the rectifier 4 converts an AC voltage input to the generator 3 into a direct current (DC) voltage. A generated current flowing through the output line 5 is detected by a current sensor 8 which is connected
between the DC power supply and the load, and the detected current is applied to a control unit 11. The control unit 11 compares the detected current with a predetermined value in accordance with a control instruction and generates a pulse signal at a predetermined time

interval and thereby outputs an ON signal and an OFF signal. The ON signal and the OFF signal are applied to a MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor) 5 through a gate drive circuit 9. The MOSFET 5 is turned on and off in accordance with the ON and OFF
signal, respectively, to supply and stop the generated current of the generator 3 to the load. In the above conventional electronic generator 1, the detection of the output current requires an accurate current detecting device such as the current sensor 8. To accurately detect the
current flowing through the output line 5, the potential of the output line 5 must be equalized to the ground potential. However, since the output line 5 is a public line, a surge voltage exceeding an input line withstand voltage of a general wall outlet may be applied to the output
line 5. In particular, if, as shown in FIG. 7, the conventional electronic generator 1 is installed in a horizontal position or at a low installation location such as a wall outlet of a building, a surge current may flow to the output line 5 even if a surge voltage is not applied to the output

line 5. In such a case, the MOSFET 5 is continuously turned on to supply the current generated by the generator 3 to the load, and an excessive current flows through the power supply line 7 and the input line 8. Since the control unit 11 does not normally operate due to the
excessive current, the MOSFET 5 is turned on even when the output line 5 is normally supplied with the current. Thus, a blackened circuit is formed on the power supply line 7 and the input line 8. In order to avoid the formation of the blackened circuit, the control unit 11 must

continuously monitor the potential of the output line 5. However, if the output line 5 is installed on a high potential installation part such as an interior of a building, the potential of the output line 5 is inevitably increased.
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